Semi-2D modeling of river morphological changes caused by exceptional flooding
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Abstract. This paper presents the application of the model, MHYSER 1.0 (Model for the HYdraulics of SEdiments in Rivers, version 1.0), to study river morphological changes due to exceptional flooding. MHYSER 1.0 is a semi-two-dimensional model using the stream tubes concept to achieve lateral variations of velocity, flow stresses and sediment transport rate. Each stream tube has the same conveyance as the other ones. In MHYSER 1.0, the uncoupled approach is used to solve the set of conservation equations. After the backwater calculation, the river is divided in a finite number of stream tubes of equal conveyances. The sediment routing and bed adjustments calculations are accomplished separately along each stream tube taking into account lateral mass exchanges. MHYSER 1.0 is applied to the Ha! Ha! River (Quebec, Canada), a tributary of the Saguenay River, for the 1996 “downpour”. The results show good correlation with collected data. This application shows the capabilities of this model and predicts its promising role in solving complex real engineering cases.

1 Introduction

Precipitation-runoff floods and dam failure floods result in an unusual rapid water surface elevation, and high velocity outflow through the downstream river. The inundation of river banks may cause significant erosions, important landslides and creates potentially unstable embankments, as those observed in the aftermath of the Saguenay floods in 1996 [1].

This paper presents the model, MHYSER 1.0, Model for the HYdraulics of SEdiments in Rivers, version 1.0, [2, 3, 4]. Following the presentation of MHYSER 1.0, a reach of the Ha! Ha! River (Quebec, Canada), a tributary of the Saguenay River, is described and used as a test case to demonstrate the capabilities of the MHYSER 1.0.

The parameters used in this research, especially Manning coefficient, are based on literature equations. Since the exercise is to demonstrate the capabilities of MHYSER 1.0 to capture morphological changes, the calibration of the model was not performed. Please note that an automated tool, OPTIMHYD, is available to calibrate automatically any river model based on MHYSER 1.0 [5].
2 Overview of MHYSER 1.0

MHYSER 1.0 is a quasi-steady model in which the water discharge hydrograph is approximated by bursts of constant discharge. MHYSER 1.0 performs basically five groups of operations which are attached to water phase, stream tubes, sediment phase, riverbank stability analysis and stream power minimization respectively.

MHYSER 1.0 uses the continuity equation and the energy equation, when there are no changes in the flow regime, while the momentum equation is used with the continuity equation when there are changes from supercritical to subcritical flows, or vice-versa. For backwater computations, the standard step method is used [6] and the friction losses are computed by a uniform flow formula as it is generally admitted [7]. Irregular cross-sections can be handled regardless of whether the river reach is of a single channel or multiple channels. For the latter case, the variables related to the cross-sectional geometry are computed for each sub-channel and are summed to obtain the total values. Moreover, internal conditions such as weirs, falls and sluices are modeled by rating curves.

After the backwater profiles are calculated, the cross sections are divided into sections of equal conveyance or stream tubes. These stream tubes are used as if they were conventional one-dimensional channels with known hydraulic properties, and sediment routing can be carried out within each stream tube almost as if they were independent channels. Once the top widths are determined, the velocities of the stream tubes are calculated giving a crosswise velocity distribution at every cross section.

Stream tube locations are allowed to vary with time. Therefore, although no material is allowed to cross stream tube boundaries during a time step, lateral movement of sediment is described by lateral variation of the stream tube boundaries. For bed load sediment transport, MHYSER 1.0 uses the transport functions of DuBoys [8], Meyer-Peter and Müller [9] and Parker [10]. For bed-material load, the used equations are: Laursen [11], Toffaleti [12], Engelund and Hansen [13], Ackers and White [14], Yang [15, 16, 17]. Both the space and temporal derivatives are approximated by first order finite difference operators [18]. Transport potential of cohesive sediments is computed using the approach of Partheniades [19] and Mehta et al. [20].

To compute the bed changes, the sediment transport is computed for each individual sediment size fraction within each stream tube. The bed changes are computed as a sum of the bed change for each particle size. To maintain numerical stability the time step is determined by a Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition [21]. Since the kinematic wave speed of the bed changes is not easily quantified, numerical experimentation is required to determine suitable time step to be used for a simulation.

MHYSER 1.0 uses the method of Bennett and Nordin’s method [22] for bed composition accounting procedure by dividing the bed into conceptual layers. The top layer, or active layer, contains the bed material available for transport. Beneath the active layer, the storage layer or inactive layer exists. Below these two layers there is the undisturbed bed. The active layer is the most important layer in this procedure. Erosion of a particular size class of bed material is limited by the amount of sediments of that size class presented in the active layer. At the end of each time step, bed material is calculated in each stream tube. At the beginning of the next time step, after the new locations of the stream tube boundaries are determined, these values are used to compute the new layer thickness and bed composition.

The determination of depth and width adjustments is based on the minimum stream power theory [23] which states that a river will minimize its stream power subject to hydrologic, hydraulic, sediment, geometric, geologic, and man-made constraints. Choosing the direction for channel adjustments is made by minimizing total stream power at different stations. If alteration of the channel widths results in lower total stream power than raising or lowering
of the channel’s bed, then channel adjustments progress in the lateral direction. Otherwise, the adjustments are made in the vertical direction.

3 Application: the 1996 lake Ha!Ha! flood

3.1 Site description

From July 18 to 21, 1996, unusually heavy rains affected the Saguenay region of Québec, Canada, between Lake St. Jean and the St. Lawrence River (figure 1). This led to widespread flooding and damage including the destruction of many run-of-the-river dams on rivers discharging into the Saguenay River and Saguenay Fjord and course adjustments of the rivers in the region. The most severely affected during the 1996 floods was the Ha! Ha! River. This river drains a catchment of 610 km². The Ha! Ha! River links Lake Ha! Ha! to the Ha! Ha! Bay, an arm of the Saguenay Fjord.

The Ha! Ha! Lake is impounded by a concrete dam which suffered little damage during the flood. Lake breaching nevertheless occurred when a small earthen dyke situated to the south of the dam was overtopped by the rising water level. Incision of a new outlet channel resulted, bypassing the concrete dam and leading to rapid drainage of the main lake. Because of the incision, the lake level dropped from a level of 381m to a new level of 370m (average mean sea level). Brooks and Lawrence [24] give a detailed description of this flood and the corresponding damages. They estimate the peak outflow to be in the range 1080–1260m³/s at a surveyed cross-section 27 km downstream of the dyke. In this paper, the study area extends from the dyke to the falls located 9.8 km downstream.

![Fig. 1. Ha! Ha! River. [25]](image)

3.2 Input data

The outflow discharge hydrograph (figure 2), the transversal cross sections and the sediment particle size distribution curve (figure 3) have been used by Mahdi and Marche [26]. For the simulations, a time step of 6 minutes and 98 transversal cross sections are used.
Fig. 2. Outflow discharge hydrograph.

Fig. 3. Sediment particle size distribution used in the simulations.
3.3 Results

3.3.1 Longitudinal profile’s evolution

Figure 4 demonstrates the initial and final measured longitudinal profiles with the final simulated one. MHYSER 1.0 simulates well the erosion and deposition tendencies even if for the upstream cross sections, the predicted thalweg is 3m (22%) deeper than the observed one. The erosion is overestimated, while the deposition is underestimated as shown in figure 4.

![Figure 4. Plot of the initial, final measured and simulated thalwegs.](image)

3.3.2 River banks’ retreat

Figure 5 shows the initial and final measured river’s widths superposed to the final simulated ones. MHYSER 1.0 captures well the trend of riverbank’s retreat.
Fig. 5. Plot of the initial, final measured and simulated river widths.

3.3.3 Cross-sections’ evolution

Figure 6 and 7 shows examples of simulated and measured cross-sections after the flood passage. Using MHYSER 1.0, some sections were well simulated but, others were not as illustrated by these figures.
4 Conclusion

Several river systems could suffer extensive catastrophic floods in the event of a dam break. This paper presents MHYSER 1.0, a semi-two-dimensional model, using the stream tubes concept to achieve lateral variations of velocity, flow stresses and sediment transport rate. Applied to the Ha! Ha! River (Quebec, Canada) during the 1996 “downpour”, MHYSER 1.0 predicts well the river’s changes. Please note that MHYSER1.0 cannot be used to predict exact changes of a river reach. MHYSER 1.0 is well suited to predict the evolution trend of
a river reach undergoing a flood. This application shows the capabilities of this model and predicts its promising role in real engineering cases.
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